Postoperative hypoxaemia following uncomplicated abdominal surgery can occur in as many as 50% of cases, most frequently as a result of pulmonary atelectasis.
Oxygen administration and incentive spirometry is effective in the vast majority of cases, but up to 8-10% of patients suffer respiratory failure and require intubation and ventilation on an ICU. Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) has been shown to reduce atelectasis and improve oxygenation but as yet no trial has shown that CPAP actually results in a reduced need for intubation in patients who develop hypoxaemia after abdominal surgery.
Design
Randomised, controlled, unblinded study with intention to treat, conducted across 15 intensive care units in Northern Italy. Patients scheduled for elective abdominal surgery via laparotomy and visceral exposure >90 minutes were eligible. Exclusion criteria at this stage were many and included age over 80, NYHA II, III or IV, history of COPD, surgery deemed as emergency and BMI>40.
At the end of surgery, patients were extubated and underwent a 1-hour screening test breathing a fixed Fi0 2 of 0.3. Patients were included for randomisation if they developed a Pa0 2 /Fi0 2 ratio of 300 or less. Exclusion criteria at this second stage included pH<7.3 with PaCO 2 >50mmHg, SaO 2 <80% on maximal oxygen therapy, systolic BP< 90mmHg and GCS<12.
Patients were randomised to be treated for 6 hours with oxygen via a Venturi mask at an FiO 2 of 0.5(control) or with oxygen at FiO 2 0.5 plus a CPAP of 7.5cmH 2 O.
After 6 hours the patients had a further 1-hour screening test breathing oxygen via a Venturi mask at FiO 2 0.3. If the Pa0 2 /Fi0 2 ratio was over 300, treatment was interrupted otherwise treatment was reinstated. Nasal oxygen at 8-10l/min was given if treatments were not tolerated.
The CPAP machines were unified across the units and CPAP was applied via a transparent helmet.
Outcome Variables
The primary outcome variable was endotracheal intubation within the first 7 days after surgery. Secondary outcomes were ICU and hospital length of stay, incidence of pneumonia, infection, and sepsis within the first month after surgery, and hospital mortality.
Results
Of 1332 patients enrolled, 230 achieved the set the Pa0 2 /Fi0 2 ratio and 209 underwent randomisation. The trial had been designed to enrol 600 patients to demonstrate at least a 50% reduction in the intubation rate with a 5% risk of type 1 error and a power of 80%. An independent data and safety monitoring board stopped the trial at the first interim analysis after just 209 patients because the intubation rate was significantly lower in the treatment group (1% vs 10%; P=0.005) There were also significantly fewer episodes of pneumonia (2% vs 10%; P =0.02), infection (3% vs 10%; P=0.03) and sepsis (2% vs 9%; P=0.03) in the CPAP group.
Conclusions
Continuous positive airway pressure may decrease the incidence of endotracheal intubation and other severe complications in patients who develop hypoxaemia after elective major abdominal surgery.
Are the results of the study valid?
Primary Guides
Concealed randomisation was conducted centrally through a dedicated Web site using a computergenerated block randomisation schedule. Only 4 of 105 patients allocated to CPAP could not tolerate the intervention. All patients were accounted for and included in the analysis on an intention-to-treat basis.
Secondary Guides
Allocation to treatment was not blinded for obvious reasons, although they could perhaps have used the same hoods without CPAP. To try to reduce potential bias, interventions such as anaesthesia, type of intraoperative ventilation, postoperative pain control and physiotherapy were standardized. Criteria were set to decide when to intubate, some of which could be deemed to be subjective. However those needing intubation all fulfilled the more objective criteria.
Baseline patient characteristics, types of surgery, pathology and comorbidities were very similar at the start of the trial.
Are the valid results of this trial important?
These results are important and do appear to show a significantly reduced rate of intubation for hypoxaemic respiratory failure after major abdominal surgery.
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Associated complications of pneumonia, sepsis and infection were also significantly in the CPAP group. However they do not show a statistically significant difference in length of hospital stay or mortality.
Do these results apply to our patients?
The results and theoretical reasons for CPAP reducing intubation rates are sound but the CPAP helmet used (full helmet containing the head and neck, fastened by 2 armpit braces) is not widely used throughout Europe and may account for such low rates of intolerance -4% vs 14% in a previous trial.
The trial was also very specific in the recruitment of essentially relatively fit patients undergoing elective surgery. We have no assessment of the sickest patients who might perhaps benefit the most from this intervention.
Finally the standardized analgesia used was intramuscular opioids given to obtain values lower than 30mm on a visual analogue scale (VAS). The mean VAS scores were extremely low considering the nature of surgery and use of IM opioid (20mm control and 22mm CPAP). However, many centres use patient controlled analgesia systems, or epidural analgesia. The results may not be applicable in these significant groups.
Comment
Whilst the results seem convincing, encouraging and of sound theoretical reason, the main problem with this publication may be its lack of applicability to UK practice -not only because they use a relatively uncommonly used CPAP device but also because of patient selection and analgesia methods. Indeed the tolerance to the CPAP device is an interesting aside! However the tight design of the study did allow significance to be demonstrated in their primary outcome measure -so much so, that it forced an early termination and perhaps loss of some of the secondary outcome data, which might have been revealing.
Conclusion
Continuous positive airway pressure may decrease the incidence of endotracheal intubation and other complications in patients who develop hypoxemia after elective abdominal surgery. However the conclusions cannot be applied to the use of CPAP after emergency cases, in patients with commonly associated comorbidities, or indeed if epidural or PCA techniques are employed.
